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When Xie Jinyan obtained the call, he was having a salute with a group of business close 

friends. Now that the Sue Family was showing indicators of climbing because of the project 

in the west of the city, he normally hoped that the Xie Family can develop far better. 

During this period of time, he had actually shamelessly met lots of huge shots in the 

company world, and also he had actually humbled himself a lot with a lovely smile, so that 

the Xie Family members might have a greater status in Cloud City. 

Xie Yufu had annoyed Manfred as well as almost damaged the Xie Family members. 

Thankfully, nothing major happened to her. Xie Jinyan had taught Xie Yufu a severe lesson. 

He thought that his child had actually received sufficient penalty. 

When the telephone call came with, Xie Jinyan’s face quickly turned light. 

Although Xie Yufu didn’t mention anything about what had happened on the phone, it was 

evident that something had actually taken place when Xie Yufu asked him to go to Hex 

Funding Club! 

Hex Funding Nightclub was all Manfred’s territory. Could it be that she annoyed Manfred 

once more? 

 

” Old Xie, what’s wrong with you? Why do you look so pale?” 

” What took place?” 

” If you have anything to say, let us understand. We won’t stand by if we can assist you.” 

 

Numerous enthusiasts asked Xie Jinyan. 

Xie Jinyan trembled his head and said, “It’s nothing. My daughter called me and also asked 

me to go home.” 



Xie Jinyan understood that it was fine for these people with smiles to include icing on the 

cake, however it was impossible to expect them to provide timely assistance in the warmth 

of the minute. It was their great intention not to seize the day to step on him. 

As a result, prior to he was sure what had actually taken place, Xie Jinyan did not dare to talk 

rashly to prevent being pressed by others. 

” It’s nearly time. I’ll go residence initially. I’m really sorry and I will pay the bill today. Next 

time, I’ll treat you to a drink.” After leaving the hotel, Xie Jinyan immediately drove to Hex 

Capital Nightclub. 

Two of Manfred’s underlings were currently awaiting Xie Jinyan at the entrance. Upon 

seeing the commotion, Xie Jinyan could not assist yet break out in a cold sweat. 

It looked like Xie Yufu had actually caused trouble once more. 

In the private space, when Xie Jinyan saw Xie Yufu’s puffy cheek after being defeated, he 

didn’t appreciate her condition for the very first time. Since Manfred was still in the private 

area, Xie Jinyan practically fainted. 

” Xie Yufu, what the fuck did you do? Really did not I caution you not to cause trouble? Do 

you really wish to kill the Xie Family?” Xie Jinyan reprimanded severely. 

Xie Yufu burst right into tears when she saw Xie Jinyan. If she had known Samuel was so 

effective, would she have done such a stupid point? 

She had actually gotten to be the First Miss. She believed that Samuel would certainly be a 

good-for-nothing even if he was valued by Tian Changsheng. That was why she wanted to 

instruct him a lesson. 

Now, she finally comprehended that Samuel was not just valued by Tian Changsheng. 

” Daddy, conserve me,” Xie Yufu cried bitterly. 

Xie Jinyan took a deep breath as well as stalked Xie Yufu. He moved her hair and also 

claimed, “Hurry as well as stoop down and also say sorry to Employer Manfred.” 



Manfred waved his hand at Xie Jinyan and stated, “Ask forgiveness to me? Your priceless 

little girl didn’t piss me off, but she did piss off somebody that the Xie Family can’t afford to 

mess with.” 

Could the person they could not manage to anger be more effective than Manfred? 

Xie Jinyan’s heart transformed cold. This matter was clearly much more major than the 

previous one. The Xie Household was mosting likely to be killed by Xie Yufu. 

“Employer Manfred, who did she provoke? I’ll say sorry personally. Please provide the Xie 

Family a chance,” Xie Jinyan claimed. 

“Are you blind? Do not you see him sitting beside me?” Manfred stated speechlessly. 

 


